
 
 

 
RUGGED ALL-TERRAIN 

AT3-XLT 

70% Road & Sand, 30% Dirt & Mud 

The new generation all-terrain AT3XLT™ delivers safety, reliability, durability and peace of 
mind. With an 80,000km warranty* it is real value for money and fit for purpose. With rugged 
shoulders for extra sidewall protection, it’s made for off-road adventures. America’s most 
trusted 4x4 tyre, tested and proven in Australia. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FEATURES 

Tap on the feature below you would like to know more about. 

Rugged Shoulder Protection Provide a strong assertive lo... 

Super Tensile Light Truck Steel Belts Provide stronger a... 

High Tensile Light Truck Body Ply Cords protect your tyr...  

Gentle Whisper Groove™ Shields Contain tread pattern noi... 
Deep Treads Remain a key feature on the LT™ and XLT™ and... 

Maximised Full-Depth Micro Gauge Siping With more biting... 

Rock Ledges At the base of the tread blocks are designed... 

Next Gen Silica Compound Provides a cut and chip resistance. 
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RUGGED SHOULDER PROTECTION 
Provide a strong assertive look while delivering improved 
soft surface traction and increased shoulder protection. The 
shoulders are not only distinctive, they protect the upper 

sidewall from damage. 
 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

GENTLE WHISPER GROOVE™ SHIELDS 
Provide stronger and more durable layers under the full 
tread area to protect against road hazards and stone 

damage. Durable Technology™ steel belts deliver improved 
tyre safety. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

HIGH TENSILE LIGHT TRUCK BODY PLY 
Cords protect your tyre from sidewall abrasion and 
increases resistance to sidewall damage. Durable 

Technology™ body ply cords deliver improved tyre safety. 
 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

GENTLE WHISPER GROOVE™ SHIELDS 
Contain tread pattern noise within the tread area to deliver 
even lower tread pattern noise (20% less) for increased in-

cabin comfort. (“Listen to the music”) 
 
 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DEEP TREADS 
Remain a key feature on the LT™ and XLT™ and with a 
combination of Durable Technology™ Coupled Silica 

Compound, reduces tread damage from cut and chip while 
delivering premium traction and tread life. 

DEEP TREADS    video 
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MAXIMISED FULL-DEPTH MICRO GAUGE SIPING 
With more biting edges allows the tread blocks to interlock, 
giving you increased grip, handling and safety for the entire 
life of the tyre. 

 MAXIMISED FULL-DEPTH MICRO GAUGE SIPING Video 
 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ROCK LEDGES 
At the base of the tread blocks are designed to reduce stone 
retention and stone drilling, while also increasing tyre 
protection from hazards through less case exposure. 

 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NEXT GEN SILICA COMPOUND 
Provides a cut and chip resistant compound for improved 
tread life and mileage. The fit for purpose silica content in 
the AT3LT™ and AT3XLT™, is optimized to deliver more 
grip, improved safety, extended tread life. 
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